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1. big  B•Hyper cycling tour gathered more than 2000 participants

Soon starting B Hyper prize game 'Purchase, fun and free bike'

B•Hyper, recently opened hypermarket in Lumini center in Varazdin, organized this Saturday, 16 June 

1. big B•Hyper bike tour that brought together more than 2000 participants.

B•Hyper Cycle Tour is organized along traditional Varazdin cycling event 

mountain - bike marathon organized by members of the BBK ASI from Varazdin. While the goal 

Kajkavijana is in 24 hours to cross the 300 km long route and visit checkpoints on mountain tops of 

the Croatian Zagorje, intentions 

tour which started in Stančić square 

Rewarding each participant with 

advantage of beautiful spring day to spend it 

our trade offer - said the store manager 

By organizing this event we wanted to say that we 

accordance with our motto - Supply and entertainment. We are fami

which each family member can find something for yourself. Especially 

production, bakery and kitchen where meals are prepared 

ingredients, and a wide selection of fresh fish and meat. For our customers we are open every day 

including Sunday 8:00 to 22:00 hours, and 

bicycle. Our desire is to continue to actively participate in local co

B•Hyper bike tour the following year raised to a higher organizational level and turn it over time into 

a real festival of cycling - said Kucan

This B•Hyper cycling is also a big a

will take place from 23.6. to 22.7. in which B • Hyper 

city 'cruisers' and one superb mountain bike

professionals and big fans of cycling 
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hypermarket in Lumini center in Varazdin, organized this Saturday, 16 June 

Hyper bike tour that brought together more than 2000 participants. 

Hyper Cycle Tour is organized along traditional Varazdin cycling event - Kajkavijana 

bike marathon organized by members of the BBK ASI from Varazdin. While the goal 

in 24 hours to cross the 300 km long route and visit checkpoints on mountain tops of 

of B•Hyper was to add the event a recreational note 

square with finish line in the Lumini center . 

with a gift voucher of 50 kuna, we wanted to motivate people to take 

ay to spend it in the fresh air, connect pleasant with useful and meet 

said the store manager of B•Hyper in the Lumini center, Karlo Kucan

By organizing this event we wanted to say that we are different from others and we

Supply and entertainment. We are family oriented hypermarket

which each family member can find something for yourself. Especially we are proud of our

production, bakery and kitchen where meals are prepared daily from purely natural and fresh 

ingredients, and a wide selection of fresh fish and meat. For our customers we are open every day 

including Sunday 8:00 to 22:00 hours, and people can get to us very easy and quickly

continue to actively participate in local community life, and our goal is 

Hyper bike tour the following year raised to a higher organizational level and turn it over time into 

Kucan. 

also a big announcement of prize game  'Purchase, fun and free bike' which 

will take place from 23.6. to 22.7. in which B • Hyper will reward their customers with 25 high quality 

nd one superb mountain bike. All bicycles are chosen on the recommendati

cycling - Members of BBK Club ASI. 
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ig  B•Hyper cycling tour gathered more than 2000 participants 

Soon starting B Hyper prize game 'Purchase, fun and free bike' 

hypermarket in Lumini center in Varazdin, organized this Saturday, 16 June 

Kajkavijana - the ultimate 

bike marathon organized by members of the BBK ASI from Varazdin. While the goal of 

in 24 hours to cross the 300 km long route and visit checkpoints on mountain tops of 

recreational note - a family bike 

a gift voucher of 50 kuna, we wanted to motivate people to take 

with useful and meet 

Karlo Kucan. 

ent from others and we truly act in 

ly oriented hypermarket, in 

we are proud of our own 

daily from purely natural and fresh 

ingredients, and a wide selection of fresh fish and meat. For our customers we are open every day 

ery easy and quickly - even in a 

mmunity life, and our goal is 

Hyper bike tour the following year raised to a higher organizational level and turn it over time into 

'Purchase, fun and free bike' which 

reward their customers with 25 high quality 

. All bicycles are chosen on the recommendation of the 


